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Release of deuterium from carbon-deuterium films on beryllium 
during carbide formation and oxidation 
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Abstract 

Amorphous carbon-deuterium (a-C:D) films on beryllium substrates were vacuum annealed while the composition 
versus depth was followed using Rutherford backscattering, elastic recoil detection and Auger electron spectroscopy. The 
a-C:D film reacts with the Be substrate to form stoichiometric beryllium carbide, Be2C. The reaction begins at the interface 
and progresses through the film around 500°C until the entire film has reacted. D is absent from the reacted portion of the 
film but is still present in the unreacted carbon. The a-C:D films are removed from the Be without forming carbide by 
heating in oxygen at 400°C. Ion beam analysis was also used to study the oxidation of Be at temperatures up to 680°C. 
Through sequential exposures to different isotopes of oxygen it was shown that oxidation occurs by permeation of Be from 
the metal /oxide interface to the outer surface. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 

1. Introduction 

In a thermonuclear fusion reactor, such as ITER [1], 
plasma facing materials will be eroded due to plasma ion 
and neutral bombardment. The present design for ITER 
uses carbon fiber composites (CFC) for the divertor plates 
and beryllium for the main plasma chamber walls [1]. 
Carbon eroded from the divertor plates will be deposited 
along with hydrogen isotopes from the plasma, onto less 
exposed areas including the Be wall of the main plasma 
chamber [2-4]. The inventory of tritium in this code- 
posited material could become large enough to restrict 
operation of the machine [5]. Methods to recover tritium 
from these codeposited layers are therefore of vital interest 
for the operation of ITER. 

Previous studies have shown that deuterium is ther- 
mally desorbed from amorphous carbon-deuterium (a-C:D) 
films at temperatures above 600°C [6,7]. Oxidation in air 
removes the a-C:D layers at temperatures above 350°C 
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[7,8]. Heating in vacuum of a-C:D films on Be causes the 
release of D together with the formation of Be2C at 
temperatures above 500°C [9]. 

In the present paper, the interaction of Be with a-C:D 
films, the Be2C phase formation and the deuterium release 
are examined, lon beam analysis is used to follow the 
evolution of the concentrations of Be, O, C and D and H 
versus depth in the near-surface region as the a-C:D layer 
reacts with the Be substrate. In addition, Auger electron 
spectroscopy (AES) gives information on the composition 
and chemical state of the surface. The oxidation kinetics of 
Be and a-C:D layers were also examined. From these 
studies a new picture emerges for the mechanism of 
deuterium release from a-C:D films on Be substrates. 

2. Experimental 

The samples were $65C grade vacuum hot pressed Be 
from Brush Wellman, Cleveland, Ohio, USA, with a com- 
position of 99.5 wt% Be, 0.4 wt% O and 0.1 wt% other 
impurities, with 7.5 txm average grain size and with smooth 
polished surfaces. The a-C:D layers were deposited by 
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radio frequency plasma assisted chemical vapor deposition 
from a CD 4 plasma [10]. The substrate temperature did not 
exceed 50°C during the deposition. Prior to deposition, the 
native oxide layer was reduced by in situ Ar plasma 
sputtering, such that the remaining BeO layer at the inter- 
face between the Be substrate and the a-C:D layer was less 
than 5 rim. At the surface of the a-C:D layer only small 
amounts of oxygen could be detected by AES after transfer 
through air to the analysis chamber. The a-C:D layer 
thicknesses were limited to less than 300 nm due to flaking 
of the films at larger thicknesses. Ion beam analysis, AES, 
thermal desorption and oxidation studies were performed 
in an UHV chamber attached to a 2.5 MeV ion accelerator 
at Sandia National Laboratories. The UHV chamber was 
equipped with detectors for Rutherford backscattering 
(RBS) and elastic-recoil detection (ERD) at scattering 
angles 150 ° and 30 ° , respectively. The depth profiles of 
Be, C and O were obtained by RBS and ERD gave the 
depth profiles of D and H. Analysis beams were 4He at 1.5 
and 2.2 MeV for RBS and 2,5 MeV for ERD. The base 
pressure in the chamber was 4 × 10 - m  mbar and did not 
exceed the 10-m mbar range during ion beam analysis. 
For in situ oxidation studies the chamber was backfilled to 
1.3 × 10 5 mbar with ~SO 2. The samples were radiatively 
heated by a W filament and the sample temperature was 
measured using an infrared thermometer. 

In addition to in situ oxidation, a-C:D films on Be and 
Be samples without a-C:D films were also heated ex situ 
in a vacuum annealing furnace either in vacuum or in 
oxygen gas at 660 mbar. After ex situ heat treatment the 
samples were analyzed in a second ion beam analysis 
chamber, with detectors for RBS and ERD scattering 
angles of 174 ° and 30 °, respectively. 

3. Reaction of a-C:D layers with Be 

The reaction of a-C:D layers with the Be substrate and 
its influence on the D desorption were studied by anneal- 
ing samples in UHV stepwise at successively higher tem- 
peratures for 20 min at temperatures of 300, 400, 460, 483, 
490 and 560°C. Samples were analyzed at room tempera- 
ture after each anneal step. The RBS spectra in Fig. I 
show the transition from an a-C:D layer on Be to the fully 
reacted films in the temperature interval from 490 to 
560°C. It can clearly be seen that the reaction begins at the 
interface and proceeds with increasing temperature farther 
into the carbon film. An oxide marker at the original 
interface remains at the interface between the Be substrate 
and the reacted film which indicates that the reaction 
occurs by Be diffusing from the metal through the oxide 
layer. In Fig. 2 the corresponding ERD spectra for deu- 
terium are shown. It can be seen, that the deuterium profile 
becomes shallower as the thickness of the remaining unre- 
acted a-C:D becomes smaller, while in the reacted layer 
the deuterium has been released. Fig. 3 shows the calcu- 
lated depth profiles of O, C, Be and D from the combined 
RBS and ERD analysis for three different temperatures. 
For evaluating the depth profiles the program LORI [11] 
was used with cross sections for C, Be, O, D published in 
[12-15], respectively. The profiles show the saturated 
a-C:D films with a D / C  ratio of about 0.4, a B e / C  ratio 
of 2:1 in the reacted layer and the stationary 5 nm BeO 
layer at the interface. The B e / C  ratio of 2:1 suggests the 
formation of a Be2C phase. Indeed, examination of the 
carbon Auger line shows a transformation from a shape 
corresponding to graphitic carbon before annealing, to a 
shape corresponding to carbidic carbon after annealing at 
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Fig. 1. RBS spectra of an a-C:D film on Be before and after annealing in vacuum. 
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Fig. 2. ERD spectra of D in an a-C:D film on Be before and after annealing in vacuum. 

temperatures where the film has completely reacted. Fig. 4 
compares Auger spectra for pure Be covered with a native 
oxide, the deposited a-C:D layer and the fully reacted 
compound layer. RBS and AES show that a BezC carbide 

has been formed. 
In another experiment, a 100 nm thick Be layer was 

evaporated onto an isotropic fine grain graphite (ATJ) 

substrate. This sample was annealed in vacuum at succes- 
sively higher temperatures for 20 min at each temperature. 
RBS was used to monitor the near-surface composition 
versus depth after each anneal. There was no reaction 

between Be and carbon at temperatures up to 475°C. The 
Be mixed with the graphite substrate at temperatures of 
500°C and higher. The observation that the Be -C  reactions 
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Fig. 3. Composition versus depth for a-C:D on Be before and after 
annealing, from RBS and ERD. 
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Fig. 4. AES spectra for an oxidized Be surface (lop) and a-C:D on 
Be after vacuum annealing at 490°C (center) and 560°C (bottom). 
Peak positions are 88.7 eV for BeO (top) and 97.8 eV for Be2C 
(bottom). 
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occurred at close to the same temperature for Be on a 
graphite substrate and a-C:D on a Be substrate indicate 
that the reaction is not strongly affected by interracial BeO 
layers. 

4. Oxidation of a-C:D 

Removal of D from a-C:D layers on Be by oxidation 
was examined by annealing samples in oxygen gas in a 
separate vacuum furnace. The samples were exposed to 
660 mbar 0 2 for 1 h at temperatures between 350 and 
425°C, thus below the temperature where the B e - C  reac- 
tion occurred. Previous measurements of a-C:D layers on 
Si at these temperatures demonstrated the oxidative ero- 
sion of the a-C:D layers in air with simultaneous exchange 
of D by oxygen and hydrogen [8]. Fig. 5 shows the areal 
density of D and C remaining after annealing, as measured 
by ERD and RBS, for the films on Be substrates annealed 
in oxygen in the present study and for the films on Si 
substrates annealed in air from the previous study. Re- 
moval of the a-C:D film is very similar for the Be and Si 
substrates, since in both cases the film is removed at 
temperatures where the film has not chemically reacted 
with the substrate. Furthermore, it appears that water vapor 
in the air does not play a significant role in removal of the 
film or D, since the D release and film removal are the 
same for heating in air as for heating in pure oxygen. The 
depth profiles (Fig. 6) indicate that the release of D is 
accompanied by uptake of oxygen in the remaining layer. 
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Fig. 6. Composition versus depth of an a-C:D film on Be after 
annealing in oxygen. 

ERD showed that the deuterium release was not due to 
isotope exchange, i.e., displacement by hydrogen. 
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Fig. 5. Areal density of D and carbon remaining in a-C:D films on 
Be and Si substrates after 1 h isothermal anneals in air and oxygen 
versus anneal temperature. 

5. Oxidation of Be 

Gulbransen and Andrew [16] examined the kinetics of 
Be oxidation by measuring the weight gain with a vacuum 
microbalance. They observed that at constant temperature 
the oxidation proceeded with a parabolic time dependence. 
They also observed that the oxide growth rate depends 
strongly on temperature but only weakly on oxygen pres- 
sure. These observations indicate that diffusion of Be 
through the oxide is the rate determining process. A 
parabolic growth law is expected when growth occurs by 
bulk diffusion of Be through the oxide and sufficient 
oxygen is present to react all permeating Be to form new 
BeO at the surface. In this case, the permeating flux of Be 
and hence the BeO growth rate are inversely proportional 
to the BeO thickness: 

d n / d t  = O A C / x  = X o d x / d t ,  ( I )  

where x is the oxide thickness, n is the areal density of Be 
atoms in the BeO layer, N,, = 7 2 . 5 / n m  3 is the volume 
density of Be in the BeO layer, D is the diffusivity of the 
mobile Be atoms in BeO and AC is the difference between 
the concentrations of mobile Be in the BeO at the 
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Fig. 7. Parabolic reaction rate coefficient for oxidation of Be 
metal in oxygen. The solid line indicates an activation energy 
Q = (0.73 +0.14) eV. 

metal /oxide interface and at the outer surface. AC is 
assumed here to be independent of oxide thickness. Inte- 
grating Eq. (1) gives 

x 2 = k t  + x,2,, (2)  

where k = 2 D A C / N  o is the rate constant and x o is the 
initial oxide thickness at time t = 0. 

The oxide thickness was measured by RBS on Be 
samples after heating in oxygen at a pressure of 660 mbar, 
typically for 1 h, at various temperatures. Heating tempera- 
tures and times as well as the resulting oxide thicknesses 
are given in Table 1. Parabolic growth kinetics was as- 
sumed and Eq. (2) was used to obtain a value for the rate 
constant k at each temperature. Fig. 7 shows an Arrhenius 
plot of the rate constants obtained in this way, together 
with those determined previously by Gulbransen and An- 
drew [16]. The fact that the earlier data for the rate 
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Fig. 8. RBS spectra of 160 and ~So in BeO on Be with the 
analysis beam at 0 (solid line) and 60 (dotted line) degrees from 
normal incidence. 

constant are higher at low temperatures may be due to the 
less sensitive method of analysis by weight change com- 
pared to the ion beam analysis used in the present investi- 

gation. The present data show at temperatures below 680°C 
a decrease of the diffusion rate constant with an activation 
energy of 0.73 _+ 0.14 eV (Fig. 7). 

Another experiment was done to confirm that new 
oxide forms at the external surface of the oxide, as ex- 

pected when the rate controlling process is the permeation 
of Be through the oxide, and not at the B e / B e O  interface 
due to permeation of O through the oxide. A Be sample 
was first oxidized by heating in the vacuum furnace to 
600°C in '60 2 at 660 mbar for 2 h which produced a 25 

nm thick oxide layer. The sample was then transferred into 
the UHV chamber and further oxidized at 680°C in ~80 2 at 
a pressure of 1.3 × 10 5 mbar for 20 min. By using heavy 

oxygen, the new oxide can be discriminated from the 
previously existing oxide in the RBS spectra as shown in 
Fig. 8. An additional peak from ]80 is observed and the 

energy of the peak shows that JSO is located on the surface 
and not at the interface. The absence of a shift in the 
energy of this peak when the sample is tilted relative to the 
analysis beam also shows that ISO is on the surface. This 

Table 1 
Summary of experimental conditions and results tbr Be oxidation in 660 mbar oxygen 

Anneal 

T (°C) t (s) 

Initial oxide thickness x o (nm) Final oxide thickness x (nm) k = (x 2 -x~,)/t (10 16 cm2/s) 

- no anneal 2.8 
350 3600 2.8 3.26 
375 3600 3.26 5.85 
500 3600 5.85 12.44 
550 3600 12.44 16.25 
600 7200 2.8 24.95 

0.077 
0.66 
3.35 
3.04 
8.54 
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result confirms that the oxide growth occurs by permeation 
of Be through the oxide and reaction at the surface and not 
by permeation of oxygen through the oxide to the B e / B e O  
interface. 

6. Conclusions 

The present investigations provide in situ depth analy- 
sis of the B e - C  reaction and associated D release, com- 
bined with chemical phase analysis from AES lineshapes, 
for a-C:D films deposited on Be substrates. With this 
combination it could be shown that the a-C:D film reacts 
with the Be substrate to form stoichiometric beryllium 
carbide, Be2C. The reaction begins at the interface and 
progresses through the film around 500°C until the entire 
film has reacted. D is absent from the reacted portion of 
the film but is still present in the unreacted portion. Be is 
the diffusing species as seen from an oxide marker at the 
interface. 

Our measurements of oxide growth on Be metal give 
values for the oxidation rate constant which are slightly 
lower than those reported in an earlier study [16]. Through 
the use of different oxygen isotopes we have shown that 
the new oxide forms at the outer surface of the BeO, 
demonstrating that the oxidation occurs by diffusion of Be 
atoms through the oxide to the outer surface. 
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